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Swamp ash, Bakelite pickguard, blonde nitro cellulose finish 

Ultra-Tone Series
T-Deluxe Guitar

TM

STYLE:   electric guitar

SCALE LENGTH:   25 1/2 inches

BODY:   swamp ash, alder, or mahogany, with or 

without figured top woods 

NECK:    quarter-sawn rock maple

NUT WIDTH:   1 11/16 inches or 1 5/8

FRET BOARD:   ebony, maple or rosewood

FRETS:   22 medium jumbo

PICKUPS:   Asher by Vintage Vibe 

CONTROL:   master volume, master tone

EXTRAS:    varitone switch

BRIDGE:    Glendale stainless steel

SADDLES: compensated brass or steel

PICKGUARD: black, tortoise shell or clear

COLOR:   natural, blonde, tobacco burst or custom color 

FINISH:   nitro cellulose lacquer, poly and custom relicing  

MACHINE HEADS:   Hipshot or Waverly 

CASE:   custom hard shell by G & G 

AVERAGE WEIGHT:  7 pounds

PRICE: varies depending upon options US Dollars

   

 This guitar was inspired by the simple, iconic design of  Leo 

Fender’s Telecaster.  The Asher T-Deluxe offers a classic look and feel but 

with expanded tonal qualities and musical versatility. 

 We start by hand selecting the best swamp ash or alder for the 

body, and cherry-picking high-grade ¼-sawn maple for the neck. 

 The pickups, which were co-designed with  Pete Biltoff  of  Vintage 

Vibe Guitars, have scatter wound coils that will offer a multitude of  tones 

and variations. The neck pickup is inspired by the coveted but obscure 

Teisco “gold foil” pickup. It has amazing low-end response with a clarity 

rarely achieved by a stock pickup. The bridge pickup also uses the Teisco 

bar magnet design but is wound to be a bit warmer for a honky bluesy tone. 

When you combine the two pickups, you get an amazing  blend with more 

highs and twang closer to a stock bridge Tele sound. 

 All  Asher guitars are completed with meticulous fretwork, detailed 

wiring, and a final set up with superb intonation.

 For other pickup options we offer the T-90 and T-Classic models.  
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